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POM POM EDGING 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 dc Cluster stitch, the following instructions are a lot of words for only 5 stitches haha! The Edging instructions start after 

the cluster explanation 

 Step 1: Yo on hook. 

 Step 2: Insert hook into stitch to be worked, yo and draw through. 

 Step 3: Yo and draw through 2 loops on hook (2 loops remain on hook). 

 Step 4: Yo on hook. 

 Step 5: Insert hook into stitch to be worked, yo and draw through. 

 Step 6: Yo and draw through 2 loops on hook (3 loops remain on hook). 

 Step 7: Yo on hook. 

 Step 8: Insert hook into stitch to be worked, yo and draw through. 

 Step 9: Yo and draw through 2 loops on hook (4 loops remain on hook). 

 Step 10: Yo on hook. 

 Step 11: Insert hook into stitch to be worked, yo and draw through. 

 Step 12: Yo and draw through 2 loops on hook (5 loops remain on hook). 

 Step 13: Yo and draw through all loops on hook. 

 Step 14: Ch 1 to secure 

Ch 4 (you can change this to more or less depending on how dangly you want them) 

*ch 3, cluster into the 3rd ch from hook (the cluster will have 5 stitches which is made up of ch 3, 4 dc’s) *repeat from * to 

* once more for the second half of the pom pom. Fold the top half of pom pom to the back (away from you) and slip stitch 

from the back of the work into the ch the 1st half of the bobble was worked into. Ch 4 (if you changed the amount of 

chains you did to make it more dangly, do that many again) slip stitch into the next space. Repeat all of the directions 

across the row and slip stitch into the last space 

 

Thank you for choosing my pattern. Happy crochet, Clare xx 

Designed by Clare Sullivan 

Video tutorial 

https://youtu.be/XumQQYOjoI0 

Easy+ 

US terminology 

Use a crochet smaller than your 

yarn recommends - for example DK 

yarn recommends a 4mm/G hook, I 

used a 3.5 mm/ F Hook 
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